The MUNFA Negotiating Committee is happy to announce that late Friday afternoon, 18 December, MUNFA and the university administration reached a tentative deal on a new Collective Agreement. As part of the new 4 year contract, ASMs will receive the provincial "template" as the salary package, providing an 8% across-the-board increase for all ASMs effective 1 September, 2009, followed by 3 consecutive years of 4% increases each 1 September, with the last year of the contract being the 2012 - 2013 academic year. MUNFA is also pleased to report that, for the first time, included in the new Collective Agreement is language covering important aspects of Distance Education (Article 32). We have also made modest improvements elsewhere in the Collective Agreement, including areas such as stipends for administrative duties, reimbursement for PDTER expenses, occupational health and safety, joint, cross and spousal appointments, and begun the process for improving the provision of childcare both here in St. John's and at SWGC.

Further details on the new, tentative agreement will be forthcoming from the MUNFA Executive in advance of an information meeting and ratification vote, both likely to be held before the end of January, 2010.

Happy holidays!
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